In recent years, with the development of science and technology and the progress of society, China's electrical automation industry has been an unprecedented development. In particular, the development and use of new equipment and new technology has injected new vitality and vitality into the electrical automation industry in china. With the application of electrical equipment in the society more and more widely, more and more people began to learn and engaged in electrical automation work in the factory, the staff should understand the requirements of electrical and electrical equipment of the new structure, performance, the advantages of using the method, equipment and the matters should be paid attention to in the process.
The overall structure of the basic frame of switch cabinet with assembled structure with 2mm thick C profiles by self tapping bolt fastening and connecting each other basic framework, then the program needs changes, together with the corresponding switch cabinet door, sealing plate, plate, mounting bracket and bus function unit, and other parts of a complete synthesis group. The cabinet structure surface is galvanized, and the implementation of modular installation (=25mm module), switchgear panel made of high quality cold-rolled steel plate after forming CNC machine tool surface after pickling, phosphating, electrostatic spray, wear resistant, has excellent mechanical strength, and reliable grounding continuity protection. Switchgear compartment can be divided into functional unit room, bus room, cable room, the function of each unit is relatively independent, and the continuous grounding of the metal plate between the regions is strictly separated, so as to ensure the safety and prevent the spread of accidents. MCC cabinet drawer has five specifications: 200mm, 300mm, 400mm, 600mm and 200mm/2. The drawer has the connecting position, the test position and the separation position. Each drawer and switch has a mechanical interlocking device: when the switch is broken, the drawer can be pulled out or inserted; when the switch is in closing, the drawer can not be pulled out and inserted. In order to prevent unauthorized operation, the operating mechanism can use the padlock to lock the switch on the breaking position. The same function unit drawer can be easily exchanged, each function unit drawer corresponds to 20 pairs of auxiliary contacts, which can meet the needs of remote operation control, electrical measurement and automatic monitoring system with computer interface.
Intelligent switch cabinet control electrical equipment
Switch cabinet intelligent control device is powerful, it is integrated with the layout of the switch cabinet, simplifies the switch cabinet panel design, beautify the panel layout. In addition to a dynamic analog indication, charged display and locking, temperature and humidity display and control, electrical inspection of nuclear phase, the two loop voltage value display, body induction charged tips and cabinet lighting, voice prompt, error proofing time and date display, remote / local operation, remote communication and other functions, also has the power of comprehensive parameters measurement function, measurement: three-phase voltage, three-phase current, power factor, active power measurement, reactive power measurement, the switch cabinet further intelligent, networked, digital.
Application of switch cabinet quotation software in electrical automation
Switch cabinet intelligent quotation system is for bidding for transmission and distribution enterprises tailored to a set of switch cabinet in switch cabinet price quotation system, the daily work of the project need to rely on, combined with the resources optimization idea, advantages of switch cabinet intelligent quotation system mainly includes: (1) quick quote: as long as there is a network, can offer in any computer, meet the engineering requirements need to price quotation. (2) synchronous quotation: for large projects, when more than two price engineers are required to quote the same item at the same time, the system provides a synchronous platform, which can fully meet the requirements of synchronous and shared quotation on the same platform. (3) flexible offer: in the case of not changing the total price of the tender, the cabinet price adjustment, can be adjusted as a whole can also be sub adjustable, to meet the flexible quotation, price adjustment requirements. (4) intelligent quote: intelligent price adjustment, providing a variety of price adjustment mode: to maintain the profits of intelligent tune, keep the cost of components, intelligent tuning, automatic sharing of intelligent tuning.
GZDW series DC screen
Characteristics of 4.1 GZDW series DC screen It is suitable for 10 ~ 500kV substations, power plants and high-rise buildings, residential quarters and other distribution rooms, as well as small self owned power plants, as high voltage switch, relay protection, automatic devices, such as operation, control power supply and accident lighting power supply. At the same time, it can also be used in other places where DC power is needed. DC panel, also known as DC power cabinet, is equivalent to an uninterruptible DC power supply. It is one of the most important components of power generation and transmission and distribution system. The purpose of DC power supply cabinet is to provide uninterrupted power supply for power plant, substation, power distribution station and other high and low voltage switchgear and comprehensive protection automation system. GZDW PC DC screen is the introduction of advanced converter technology, advanced technical indicators, stable voltage and current stability, low ripple coefficient, small size, high power, stable performance, reliable operation, set a variety of functions as a whole, can achieve remote centralized four remote, comprehensive benefits.
4.2 GZDW series DC screen system use points for attention DC panel DC power cabinet uses high frequency switching power supply modular design (Fig. 1 ). The DC screen has an ultra wide voltage input range and a strong adaptability to the grid. It can be used in places where the environment is relatively bad. DC power supply cabinet charging module, hot swappable, on-line maintenance, convenient and quick, protective measures for insulation lightning protection and electrical system and reliable, to ensure personal safety, DC screen monitoring system uses a large touch screen, LCD, CCFL backlight, realize the finished real-time display and operation parameters of DC screen for each part of the system through the touch screen monitor, set the DC query, friendly interface, convenient operation, realize the man-machine dialogue operation.
Concluding remarks:
In short, the use of electrical automation equipment R &amp; D and new science and technology, a strong impetus to the rapid development of electrical automation industry in our country, with the rapid development of science and technology under the situation, we only persevere to technological innovation, in order to make our country electric automatic industry to occupy a favorable position in the competition. We believe that with the implementation of China's energy base plan, and nuclear power plants, power plants and other large-scale energy projects put into operation, China's electrical automation prospects will be better and better.
